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Abstract. Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) is a fundamental primitive used as a building block in many distributed
cryptographic tasks, such as Multiparty Computation and Byzantine Agreement. VSS is a two phase (Share, Re-
construct) protocol carried out amongn parties in the presence of a computationally unbounded adversary who can
corrupt up tot parties. We assume that every two parties in the network are connected bya pairwise secure channel
and a public broadcast channel is available to all.

We analyze two important notions of complexity of Verifiable Secret Sharing schemes—round complexity and
communication complexity. The round complexity of VSS is a well studied problem [12, 11] and lower bounds and
corresponding optimal protocols have been discovered. But recentwork by Patra et al., in [19] have providednew
protocols that break traditional resilience bounds on VSS by introducing anegligible error in the properties of VSS
(statistically-secure VSS).

In this paper, we provide the first formal definition and framework to study the lower bound of SVSS schemes. We
also show the impossibility of a weaker notion of(n, t)-Byzantine Agreement, a 2-round(n, t)-VSS scheme for
n ≤ 3t, and provide an overview of the impossibility of 3-round(n, t)-SVSS forn < 3t.

We relax the assumption that we have a pair-wise secure channel and show some interesting lower bounds on
the connectivityof the underlyingcommunication graphsof (n, t)-VSS schemes forn ≥ 3t + 1. We use these
results to study the communication complexity and establish a lower bound forperfectly-secure(n, t)-VSS schemes
(n ≥ 3t+ 1). This shows the optimality of the 4-round protocol in [12].

1 Introduction

VSS (Verifiable Secret Sharing) [8] is a fundamental primitive used as a building block in many distributed
cryptographic tasks. VSS is a two phase protocol (sharing and reconstruction) carried amongn parties in
the presence of computational unbounded adversaries.

The round complexity of interactive protocols is one of their most important complexity measures. Inter-
action over computer networks is usually the most time consuming operation (because of lagging or network
congestion). It is thus very important to devise protocols which require theminimal number of rounds to
complete. Consequently substantial research efforts has been investedinto characterizing the rounds com-
plexity of various tasks, particularly, [1, 4, 3, 10, 15, 22, 2, 7, 16].

Another important measure of the performance of distributed protocols is thecommunication complexity
between different nodes. In particular, related to Multi-party Computation,and VSS, the following papers
deal with communication complexity – [6, 14, 5, 13, 20].

1.1 Previous Work

The round complexity ofperfectly-secureVSS was studied by Gennaro et. al in [12] where they established
lower bounds for the cases whenn ≥ 3t + 1 andn ≥ 4t + 1. Recently, [19] providedupperbounds by



relaxing the security requirements of VSS (statistically secure VSS)—to includea negligible probability of
error. They showed that we are able to break the traditionaln ≥ 3t+ 1 resilience, and provide protocols for
n ≤ 3t.

Fitzi et. al in [11] provided the first round-optimal VSS protocol (n ≥ 3t + 1), whose communication
complexity isO(n3). However, the 4-round protocol in [12] has a complexity ofO(n2).

1.2 Our contributions

In this paper, we provide the first formal parameterized definition of statistically-secure VSS and show that
the protocols in [19] are round-optimal. In particular, we show that we require at least 3 rounds for a(3, 1)-
SVSS protocol, and can extend this to 4 rounds ift > 1, n ≤ 3t− 1. We also show that a weaker notion of
Byzantine Agreement, where non-dealer players are allowed to broadcast is impossiblefor n ≤ 3t, for any
numberof rounds. This is the first formal, and rigorous proof of the above lower bounds to the best of the
authors’ knowledge.

We also explore for the first time theconnectivityrequirements for VSS and establish lower bound on
the connectivity of the underlyingcommunication graph. We use these results to show a quadratic lower
bound on the communication complexity of VSS/WSS, showing that the (round optimal) WSS protocol in
[11] and the VSS protocol in [12] are communication optimal at optimal resilience.

Organization. In section 2, we provide a formal definition of statistically secure VSS, with several vari-
ants. In section 3, we show that if we restrict the dealer from broadcasting, even statistically-secure VSS is
impossiblefor any rounds, whenn ≤ 3t. In section 4, we show a 3-round lower bound for(3, 1)-SVSS.
Section 5 deals with a 4-round lower bound for the case whent > 1 andn < 3t. In section 6, we establish
the quadratic lower bound on communication complexity, and allied results in the connectivity requirements
for VSS.

2 Definition of SVSS

In this section, we give the formal definition of statistically-secure VSS. Here, we introduce severalnew
notionsof commitment, which are obtained by “relaxing” the definition of commitment inperfectVSS
schemes in different ways.

2.1 Player and Adversary Model for SVSS

We consider a synchronous network ofn processors, denoted byP = {P1, . . . , Pn}, which will be re-
ferred to asplayers. Each pair of players is connected via a private, authenticated, point-to-point channel. In
addition, all players share a commonbroadcast channel(unless specified otherwise).

In VSS protocols, a distinguished playerD (sayD = P1) is referred to asdealer. The protocol consists
of two phases: asharing phaseand areconstruction phase.

Sharing: Initially, the dealerD holds an inputs referred to as thesecret, and each playerPi holds an
independent random inputri. The sharing phase might comprise of severalrounds. At each round, each
player communicates privately, and can broadcast a message. Each message sent or broadcasted byPi is
determined by its input, its randomness, and messages received from otherplayers in previous rounds.
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Reconstruction: In this phase, each playerPi provides its entire viewVi from the sharing phase, and a
reconstruction functionRec(V1, · · · ,Vn) is applied and taken as the protocol’s output.1

Let t be asecurity threshold. A t-adversarymay choose any set oft players to be corrupted during the
entire execution of the protocol (including both phases). We assume that the adversary is computationally
unbounded, and that it attains full control of corrupted players. In particular, the corrupted players might
deviate from the protocol in a co-ordinated manner in an attempt to violate its guaranteed properties (defined
below). Moreover, at each round, the adversary may wait until it receives all messages from honest players
before sending its own messages.

2.2 Properties of SVSS

A two-phasen-player protocol as above is called astatistical(n, t)-VSS protocol if, for anyt-adversary, the
following requirements hold:
Perfect Secrecy or 0-secrecy:If the dealerD is honest, then the adversary does not learn any information
about the secrets, during the Sharing Phase. The view of the adversary at the end of the Sharing Phase is
distributed identically for all secretss. We use 0-secrecy to denote that the probability of error is zero in this
case, to make it consistent with the definitions below. For a note on relaxing secrecy, refer to Appendix C.
ε-Correctness:If the dealer is honest,s is always reconstructed by the honest players with overwhelmingly
high probability, irrespective of what the adversary does. To put it mathematically, for some negligible
quantityε,

Pr
rdealer,radversary,rhonest players

[s is reconstructed] ≥ 1− ε.

Commitment: We consider a state at the end of theSharing Phaseto becommitted if the view of all the
players defines a unique secrets∗ that can be reconstructed. As can be seen below, we introduce a probability
of error in both phases.

Definition 1 ((δs, δr)-commitment) At the end of the sharing phase, we arrive at a committed state with
probability≥ 1 − δs. However, once we arrive at a committed state, unlike in perfect VSS, the probability
thats∗ is reconstructed subsequently is≥ 1− δr. Mathematically:

Pr
rSharing

[ A committed state is reached] ≥ 1− δs,

Pr
rReconstruction

[ s∗ is reconstructed| A committed state is reached] ≥ 1− δr.

Here,rSharing andrReconstruction are the random coins of all players in each phase.

There are two (stronger) variants of commitment, whereδs andδr are respectively zero. This leads to
two other notions which can be referred to as “always almost-committed” and “almost-always committed”
protocols. We can see that by setting bothδs andδr to zero, we get the definition of commitment used in
perfect VSS, which is the strongest notion of commitment.
Note: For our proofs, we’ll assume a general(δs, δr)-commitment, since it is the weakest of the four variants
of commitment, and for lower bounds, it suffices to establish them for the weakest variants.

1 A physical realization of the reconstruction stage may use either private channels or broadcast channels to exchange the views
vi between the players, so thatReccan be locally computed by each player. It will follow from the semantics ofVSS that the
local outputs of all good players will be identical, even when the views are exchanged via private channels.
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3 Impossibility of n ≤ 3t SVSS without dealer broadcast

In this section, we show that if a protocolΠ does not have any dealer broadcast (the players can however
broadcast), then(3, 1)-SVSS is impossible. We can then use the standardplayer partitioning argument[18,
8] to get the following result.

Theorem 1. (n, t)-SVSS is impossible forn ≤ 3t for any protocolΠ without dealer broadcast.

3.1 Proof Outline

We provide a proof by contradiction. We assume that there is a protocolΠ for (3, 1)-SVSS and show that
ε-correctness implies that(δs, δr)-commitment (for some parametersδs, δr) is violated, hence contradicting
the fact thatΠ, a(3, 1)-SVSS protocol satisfies the two conditions simultaneously.

We employ thehybrid gamesargument to construct a series of games that are indistinguishable to an
honest player. However, these games lead to a situation where commitment is violated. In gamesH andH′,
a corrupt dealerD pretends to share the secrets with the first playerA, and the secrets′ with the second
playerB. In the proof that follows, we show thatas long asD does not broadcast, he does not ever need to
commit to one of the two secrets.

In particular, as far asA is concerned, his behavior is identical to an honestD sharings and a corruptB
(described in gameG). And similarly,B is unable to distinguish his behavior from a gameG′ where an honest
D sharess′ andA is corrupt. However, sinceΠ satisfies correctness (albeit with a negligible probability of
error), in gamesG (andG′), honest players reconstructs (ands′) during reconstruction.

Now it is easy to see that, if in gameH, during reconstructionD behaves like the honest dealerD in
G and hences is reconstructed. But if during reconstruction, he behaves like the honest dealerD in G′, s′

must be reconstructed. This violates even the weakest notion of commitment. The section below describes
the games in detail, and analyzes the required probabilities.

3.2 A Detailed Proof

GamesH andH′: The dealerD maintains two internal statesT andT ′ (which are referred to as transcripts)
that detail the interactions withA andB in all the rounds so far. The sharing phase is identical forH and
H′. We assume that each transcript isinitialized with the dealer randomness (rD or r′

D
) and the secret to be

shared (s or s′ respectively). All other internal variables are functions of the data in each transcript. Hence,
the data in the transcript completely describes the player’s behavior.

The dealerD chooses random coinsrD andr′
D

. In transcriptT he pretends to follow the protocolΠ
correctly, with his initial randomnessrD and secrets. However, for every message received fromB, he
replaces it with0 – a default all-zero message. His transcript is as below. Every time he sends a private
message toA, he uses the information inT . Herem(i)

A
andm(i)

B
are private messages from playersA andB

in theith round. Andβ(i) is the collective broadcasts by players in theith round.

T
Round Messages

0 rD, s

1 m
(1)
A

,0, β(1)

2 m
(2)
A

,0, β(2)

...
...

T ′

Round Messages
0 r′

D
, s′

1 0,m
(1)
B

, β(1)

2 0,m
(2)
B

, β(2)

...
...
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Similarly, he replaces messages fromA with 0 and uses randomnessr′
D

and secrets′ in transcriptT ′ to
interact withB. This is to make sure that his malicious behavior is indistinguishable from a corrupt player’s
behavior (as in the game described below).

During reconstruction, in gameH, the dealerD discards the transcriptT ′ and pretends he was an honest
dealer sharings. The view revealed during reconstruction is the view got fromT . In gameH′ similarly, he
discardsT and reveals a view based onT ′.
GameG: As mentioned earlier, we need to show a game whereB is corrupt and yetA is unable to distinguish
between the behavior of a corrupt dealerD (as above) and a corruptB (with an honest dealer). The dealerD
holds the secrets.

The playerB, being corrupt, must simulate the transcriptT ′. Whenever he sends private messages toA

or broadcasts a message, he discards all the informationD gives him about the protocol so far. Instead, he
randomly choosesr′

D
ands′ to initialize the transcriptT ′. SinceB doesn’t know what the private messages

A sent toD, he replaces them by0. This allowsB to simulateT ′, and henceD’s behavior as if it were game
H.

Therefore, according to the above construction, as far as playerA is concerned,H andG are two identical
games. In one, the dealer is corrupt, whereas in the other, the playerB successfully simulates a corrupt dealer.

From correctness, we get that:

Pr
rD,rA,rD′ ,rB

[s is reconstructed in gameG] ≥ 1− ε, (1)

whereε is a negligible quantity andrD′ , rB is the player randomness.

GameG′: In this game, we assume that playerA is corrupt. The dealer shares the secrets′. As described
above, the playerA behaves as howB does in gameG. (Except that, in this case,rD andrA are the player’s
random coins).

From correctness, we once again get that:

Pr
rD,rA,rD′ ,rB

[

s′ is reconstructed in gameG′
]

≥ 1− ε, (2)

whereε is a negligible quantity andrD, rA is the player randomness.

Extracting the probability of reconstruction. The above result for correctness is over all possible random
coins during sharing and reconstruction. If we define setsRs andRr to denote the randomness during
sharing and reconstruction2, equation (1) implies that there exists a setW ⊆ Rs of cardinality at least
(1−√

ε) · |Rs| such that:

Pr
rReconstruction

[s is reconstructed|rSharing ∈ W] ≥ 1−
√
ε. (3)

This is easy to see, because if|W| is < (1 − √
ε) · |Rs|, we can come up with at least

√
ε · √ε = ε

fraction of instances where correctness is violated, which leads to a contradiction.
Similarly, we can construct a setW ′ corresponding to equation (2). Now, we note thatW andW ′ are

defined over the same set of random coins. Since|W| ≥ (1 − √
ε) · |Rs|, and|W ′| ≥ (1 − √

ε) · |Rs|,
|W ∩W ′| ≥ (1− 2

√
ε) · |Rs|. We can conclude thus that, with probability at least(1− 2

√
ε) we arrive at a

state (after Sharing Phase) such that:

2 Note that(rD, rA, r
′

D, rB) ∈ Rs ×Rr
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Pr
rReconstruction

[

s (or s′) is reconstructed
]

≥ 1−
√
ε. (4)

Breaking commitment. At the end of the sharing phase,D has a choice betweens ands′. Let us assume
he randomly chooses to side with eitherA orB. Therefore, we get (when the dealer is corrupt):

Pr
rReconstruction

[s is reconstructed] = Pr
rReconstruction

[s is reconstructed inH] ·Pr [H is played]

= Pr
rReconstruction

[s is reconstructed inH] ·
(

1

2

)

≥ 1

2

(

1−
√
ε
)

(from equation(4))

Along the same lines, we also get thatPrrReconstruction
[s′ is reconstructed] ≥ 1

2(1 − √
ε). Thus the

probability that eithers or s′ is reconstructed is≥ 1/2−√
ε/2, and hence neither of them can be considered

s∗ (because the other option occurs with the above non-negligible probability). From the previous discussion,
we have seen that we arrive at such a state for randomness∈ Ws ∩ W ′

s, translating to a probability of
(1− 2

√
ε). Therefore, we see that we are also able to break(δs, δr)-commitment for any0 ≤ δs ≤ 1− 2

√
ε

and0 ≤ δr ≤ √
ε. (If we defineδr, δs andε all to be negligible quantities, then this result is true forall

δr, δs andε).

3.3 Extending this to Byzantine Agreement

We can actually show something stronger with the above proof. In particular, if we define weakened Byzan-
tine Agreement to be Byzantine Agreement with the additional property that every playerP 6= D can
broadcast, we get:

Theorem 2. Statistically-secure weakened(n, t)-Byzantine Agreement is impossible forn ≤ 3t.

For proof, please see Appendix A.

3.4 Deterministic Reconstruction

We can in fact modify the definition of commitment so that during reconstruction,the protocol is determin-
istic. We claim that:

Lemma 1. For every protocolΠ that is a(n, t)-SVSS scheme with parameters(ε, δs, δr), we can create a
new schemeΠ ′ such that all players who follow the protocol honestly will not use any randomness during
reconstruction. Also,Π ′ will also be a(n, t)-SVSS scheme with slightly weaker parameters(ε, δs + δr(1−
δs), δr).

For proof, please see Appendix B. In light of this lemma, we only consider protocols whose honest recon-
struction is deterministic.
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4 Lower bound for (n, t)-SVSS forn ≤ 3t

In this section, we show that for(n, t)-SVSS protocols wheren ≤ 3t we require at least 3 rounds during the
sharing phase. By the standard player partitioning argument [18, 8] this reduces to showing the following
theorem:

Theorem 3. There exists no 2-round(3, 1)-SVSS scheme.

4.1 Proof Outline

The proof proceeds with four gamesG1 throughG4. In gameG1, the dealer honestly tries to share the secret
s, andB is corrupt. Irrespective of whetherB behaves honestly or not, honest players will reconstructs with
high probability (due to correctness).D in the next game will try to simulate thisB.

In gameG2, the dealer is corrupt. He behaves adversarially, so as to make it impossiblefor A to distin-
guish whether it isB or D who is corrupt. But during reconstruction,D behaves honestly, and reconstructs
s by correctness.

In gameG3, the dealer is corrupt, and behaves identically to the dealer inG2 during the sharing phase.
But, during reconstruction, he chooses to output a random or “nonsensical” view. By commitment, since in
the previous game,s is reconstructed,s must be reconstructed in this game as well.

In gameG4, it is A who is corrupt this time. He waits for an honest execution fromD andB till the end
of the sharing phase. Butbeforereconstruction, he is going to mentally simulate the other two players so
that in his mind, the gameG3 is played out. We will show that this breaks secrecy.

Overall, we see that in gamesG1 andG2 we are making sure thatB is irrelevant to the protocol (i.e.,
B does not contribute to reconstructing the secret). Then in gameG3 we also see that this must be possible
if D himself also does not participate in reconstruction. This logically means thatA himself has all the
information required to construct the secret, breaking secrecy, which iswhatG4 is all about.

2 rounds is important here because in round 2,B is going to complain (as per the protocol) that he has
been dealt a bad share, but without a third round,D need not defend himself, andA will not know whether
to trustB orD.

4.2 GameG1

In gameG1, the playerB is corrupt. As in the previous section, we consider a transcriptT of all the infor-
mation a player sees as the rounds proceed. In this game, the playerB, irrespective of private messages from
D, replaces them with a default all-zero0 string. Therefore,B’s (modified) transcript is as follows.

T ∗
B

Round Messages
0 rB

1 m
(1)
A

,0, β(1)

2 m
(2)
A

,0, β(2)

Since he is also malicious, he sends0 messages toD whenever it is his turn to communicate. And,
whenever he sends a private message toA or broadcasts, he follows the protocol withT ∗

B
as the transcript.

Effectively, he acts as if hedoes notget a share of the secrets. A’s view (and behavior) are identical to an
honest execution of the protocol.
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Therefore, to summarize, in this game,A andD proceed to interact honestly according toΠ. B interacts
with D as above, andA andB interact as ifD were sending0 messages toB. We’ll see that this game can
be simulated by a corruptD. We get from correctness:

Pr
rA,rB,rD

[s is reconstructed inG1] ≥ 1− ε (5)

4.3 GameG2

In game 2, we see that the dealer is corrupt. As in previous games, he must somehow set it up so that it
looks likeB is corrupt, as far asA is concerned. He does this as follows. In his transcriptTD, he replaces
all messages sent byB with 0. This is in accordance with how a corruptB would behave in gameG1-type
of scenario. And instead of communicating truthfully withB as the protocol dictates, the dealerD instead
sends0 messages withB. Note that in this case, anhonestB’s transcript would appear identical to the one
in G1. And as above,D behaves as an honest dealer would withA.
Note 1: This does not preclude the honest playerB from communicating withA (either privately or via
broadcast) to inform him that there is some inconsistency. This is referredto as a “complaint”. However,
in 2-rounds, we see thatD need notaddressthis complaint. Also, whatever an honestB might do can be
replicated by a dishonestB in gameG1 (including the false complaint).
Note 2: In the first round, private communication betweenA andB is independent of the message, and
hence, only in the second round canB complain toA. Also, unlike the earlier proof, where we claim that
each ofA andB are satisfied with their interaction withD becauseD never has to broadcast, in this case,
the broadcast fromD in the first and second roundscan and mightbe inconsistent with the view ofB. But
this doesn’t matter, because, as we mentioned earlier,B doesn’t have an extra round to forceD to commit.

During reconstruction,D proceeds to behave identically to the honest dealer inG1. Since as far asA is
concerned, the above two games are indistinguishable,s is reconstructed with the same high probability.

Pr
rA,rB,rD

[s is reconstructed inG2] ≥ 1− ε

We have assumed, from Lemma 1 that reconstruction phase inΠ does not involve any randomness
(by honest players). This implies that with(1 − ε) probability, we arrive at a committed state wheres is
reconstructed with probability 1.

4.4 GameG3

In this game, the dealer behaves identically to the one onG2. However, during reconstruction, he reveals a
view that is completely “nonsensical”. Actually, since we want to use a deterministic adversary (cf. Lemma
1), D outputs a default viewV0. By commitment, we know that there is as∗ that is shared such thats∗ is
reconstructed with high probability.

Now we consider a corrupt dealerD who randomly chooses whether to play as inG2 or G3. If the
two options reconstruct different secretss∗1 ands∗2 6= s∗1, then they will each occur with (non-negligible)
probability 1

2 . Such a state violates commitment.
So by commitment and correctness, with probability(1 − δs − ε) after sharing, both the optionsmust

reconstructs.

Pr
rReconstruction

[

s is reconstructed in gameG3|rSharing ∈ W ∩W ′
]

= 1. (6)
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4.5 GameG4

In this game, we utilize information from the third game, and show that actually, secrecy is broken. We know
that in the previous gameD being corrupt givesB no information about the share. We also have shown from
commitment that even ifD were to give a default “nonsensical” viewV0, independent of the secret, VSS
still claims thats must be reconstructed. Clearly, this meansA himself has all the information to reconstruct
s. AssumeD is honest and wants to shares. After the two rounds are completed,A’s transcript has the
following information:

TA
Round Messages

0 rA

1 m
(1)
B

,m
(1)
D

, β

2 m
(2)
B

,m
(2)
D

, β

TB
Round Messages

0 rB

1 m
(1)
A

,0, β(1)

2 m
(2)
A

,0, β(2)

Using this information,A will try to now simulateG3 where the dealer is corrupt.A can createhis own
messages trivially, because his behavior inG3 andG4, during sharing is identical (and honest). Also, we
assume thatA knows what protocolB andD follows.

In order to simulateG3, A must generate transcriptsTB. SinceD behaves in a default manner during
Reconstruction, we do not need transcriptTD. In gameG3, TB is as described above. In order to do this,
A picks a randomrB, and initializesTB. SinceD in any case makesB’s private messages to him0, it is
independent ofrB. Also, messages thatD sends toA, or D broadcasts are actually identical to an honest
execution, even ifD were corrupt (as inG3), therefore he simply usesD’s information from thecurrent,
actual execution ofG4. Also, sinceD sends0 to B, A simulates an honestB initialized with rB that he
chooses.

Now, A uses his secret share (i.e., communication from an honestD) and reconstructs his view as an
honest player would do for the Reconstruction Phase. Let’s call this viewVA. SinceTB is known, and
identical to the one in gameG3, VB can also be computed (here is where we assume that the protocol
B follows is known toA). Now, A chooses the default viewV0 to beD’s view, and proceeds with the
reconstruction in his simulation.

As per the construction, sinces is legitimately shared withA (in bothG3 andG4), VA in either case will
be equal. Also, by construction,TB and henceVB will be equal in each game. Therefore, the reconstruction
simulated byA is identical to the one in gameG3.

4.6 Breaking Secrecy

From equation (6) we get that ifrSharing ∈ W ∩ W ′ then:Pr [s is reconstructed in gameG4] = 1. And
we’ve seen earlier that|W ∩ W ′| ≥ (1 − ε − δs) · |Rs|. Therefore, as far asA is concerned, the total
probability thats is reconstructed in gameG4 is (1 − ε − δs). Now, for negligibleε, δr is (1 − ε − δs) is
clearly non-negligible. This is the probability thats is reconstructed by one corrupt playerA duringsharing
phase. However, fromperfectsecrecy, we require that the probability that this happens for any set ofup tot
players is= 1/|F|, which is negligible. Hence, we arrive at a contradiction. Therefore, we can conclude:

Theorem 4. There exists no(3, 1)-SVSS scheme over 2 rounds, with secrets from a fieldF, satisfyingε-
correctness and(δs, δr)-commitment if(1− ε− δs) ≥ 1/|F| andδr < 1

2 .
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5 Impossibility of a 3-round (n, t)-SVSS forn < 3t

In this section, we show that any(n, t)-SVSS protocol requires at least4 rounds forn ≤ 3t− 1.

Theorem 5. There exists no 3-round(n, t)-SVSS protocol, whenn ≤ 3t− 1.

Proof Outline. We first describe a high level description of the working of a typical(n, t)-SVSS, forn ≤
3t− 1, and arrive at a break in security, when we allow only 3 rounds. We remark that the proof works only
for 2t + 1 ≤ n ≤ 3t − 1, for t ≥ 2. This leaves open the question of round complexity of SVSS scheme
when there are exactlyn = 3t players.

1. In the first round, the dealerD sends the “shares” to the players.
2. In the second round, the players “check” their shares mutually, usingprobabilistic checks, which will

expose “inconsistencies” or “conflicts” in the shares with high probability.
3. The dealerD is asked to “resolve the conflicts” by broadcasting (a part of) the view ofone of the players

who caused the conflict.
4. At the end of the conflict resolution by the dealer, the view broadcast by him may not match some of

the (honest) players. We call such a player “unhappy”. Actually, a SVSS protocol needs anadditional
4th round, in which the unhappy players will broadcast their unhappiness with the dealer, and make it
known to all the other players.

We show how a corruptD may exploit the lack of a4th round (to expose unhappiness) to cause a break in
commitment.

We consider an adversary, who corrupts the dealer during the sharingphase in the following way. The
dealer holds some secret, but he deals out “nonsensical” shares tot players in setC in the first round.
This is exposed at the end of the second round, and the dealer is required to broadcast conflict resolution
information.

If the dealer is honest, this information may be relied upon. However, if the dealer is dishonest, it may
happen that while the views of some players are consistent with the dealer broadcast (whom we assign to
setA), some of the players (whom we assign to setB) are left unhappy with the broadcast meant to resolve
conflicts. It turns out that the unhappy players may either be honest or corrupt themselves, therefore, unless
we have astrict majorityof honest players among the remaining players (A∪B), it would be impossible to
say whether the happy players or the unhappy players should be trusted. SinceA ∪ B contains up tot − 1
dishonest players, we need at leastt honest players inA∪B, making|A∪B| ≥ 2t− 1. Therefore, the total
number of playersn ≥ t+ 1 + (2t− 1) = 3t.

The above proof idea does not work in the case of statistical WSS, since,a WSS protocol is allowed to
fail in case we discover any unhappy players in the reconstruction phase (apart from thet players inC).

For the full proof, kindly refer to appendix D.

6 Communication Complexity and Connectivity Requirementsof VSS

In this section, we establish a lower bound on the communication complexity ofperfectly-secureWSS and
VSS scheme and therefore in turn show that the 3-round WSS scheme in [11] and the 4-round VSS scheme in
[12] are communication-optimal (although the 4-round scheme is notroundoptimal). In particular, we show
aΩ

(

t2/(n− 3t)
)

lower bound on the number of private messages communicated by any PVSS protocol,
whenn < 4t.
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6.1 Connectivity Requirements

Private Communication Graph. For any executionE of any protocol, define the(undirected) private
communication graphG on the set of players (P) in the following way. For any pair of playersP 1 andP 2,
draw an edge betweenP 1 andP 2, if eitherP 1 communicated a message toP 2 through a private channel, or
vice versa. (We can also define the more naturaldirectedversion of the communication graph, but we will
use only the undirected graph in this paper.)

We use the concept of a communication graph to establish the lower-bound onthe complexity of private
communication in VSS schemes. We do this by studying the connectivity requirements (for the first time)
of a general VSS scheme, and obtain the following independent result (Lemma 2). This result can then be
used to establish Theorem 7:

Lemma 2. SupposeΠ is a VSS protocol, with dealerD, onn = 3t + 1 players, tolerating up tot corrupt
players. LetE be a corruption-free execution of the protocol, when the input toD is s. SupposeG is the
private communication graph ofE. Then,G′ = G\{D} must be2t-vertex connected.

We defer this proof to Appendix F.

Theorem 6. In any corruption-free executionE of a (n = 3t + 1, t)-VSS protocol, the non-dealers must
communicate at least3t2 private messages among themselves.

Proof. LetG andG′ be as in Lemma 2. Then, the vertex connectivity ofG′, and hence the minimum degree
of G′, is at leastκ′ = 2t. Thus, the number of edges inG′ is at least2t · (n− 1)/2 = 3t2. Since every edge
of G′ implies a private communication between the two vertices (in either direction), the number of private
messages communicated between the players is at least3t2.

We direct the reader to Appendix F.1 for a discussion on the lower bound of private messages.
For a generaln < 4t, we get the following lower bound on the number of private messages communi-

cated by any PVSS protocol.

Theorem 7. Any (n, t)-VSS protocol, withn < 4t, must communicate at leastΩ
(

t2/(n− 3t)
)

messages
privately among the players.

We refer the reader to Appendix F.2 for the proof of the above theorem.

6.2 Upper Bounds on Connectivity Requirements

In this section, we shall study the possibility of VSS in an incomplete network. Wemodel the network in
the following way. There aren playersP = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}. The players are equipped with a broadcast
channel. Further, there exists a secure link between selected pairs of processors.

We specify the connectivity of the underlying network using theundirected connectivity graphG. The
vertices of the graph are then players in the protocol. We add an edge between two players if there is a secure
channel between the two players. In general, it is possible that there areone-way secure channelsbetween
a pair of processors; in such a case, one of the processors is allowedto send private messages through the
channel to another, but not in the opposite direction. We can capture such general networks using adirected
connectivity graphG.

We first show that there is essentially no difference between one-way and two-way links: two-way
private communication can be securely and efficiently simulated using one-way links, assuming a broadcast
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channel (refer to Appendix E). Therefore, we assume that the underlying network only possesses two-way
private channels between the players.

The problem of message transmission over incomplete graphs is a well-studiedproblem [9, 23]. We
know that, over a given network, perfectly-secure transmission of a messagem is possible between two
(honest) nodes (S,R) iff the connectivity between the two nodes is at least2t+ 1.

Amazingly, this result is tight for VSS scheme with optimal resilience. In Lemma 2, we established a
lower bound of2t on the vertex connectivity ofG′ for the existence of(n, t)-PVSS, forn = 3t+1. Indeed,
when the connectivity ofG is at least2t + 1, then a(n, t)-VSS protocol can be securely simulated using
a perfectly secure message transmission (PSMT) scheme. On the other hand, for the sake of completeness,
and a better understanding of the requirements of the VSS protocols, we indicate a direct proof for the
possibility of implementing a VSS in graphs with sufficient connectivity in Appendix G.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have explored for the first time the formal definition behindstatistically-secure VSS
schemes. In particular, we have shown four variants of commitment and alsocast the traditionalperfectly-
securecommitment as one of the above. We have shown lower bounds assuming the weakest notion of com-
mitment for(n, t)-SVSS schemes (n ≤ 3t) and extended this result for the slightly sub-optimal resilience
bound ofn ≤ 3t − 1. We have also considered the specialized case when the dealer doesn’tbroadcast and
shown that in that case, irrespective of the number of rounds, VSS (and more generally,weakenedByzantine
Agreement) isimpossiblefor n ≤ 3t.

Continuing on the theme of lower bounds, we have also explored the communication complexity, and
established a quadratic lower bound for the same. We also show that for incomplete graphs, we require at
least2t connectivity. We have also shown this result to be tight by providing an explicit construction without
message transmission (PSMT) and also noting that PSMT protocols also provide tight solutions.

Currently, we do have 2-round(3, 1)-SVSS and in general(n, t) for n ≤ 3t protocols in [19], which
shows our results to be optimal. However, it still remains open to show a lower-bound on(3, 1)-SWSS
protocol. We have also seen several variants of commitment, and a natural interesting question is whether or
not we can show any separation among these variants.

In the direction of communication complexity, the main open questions are to characterize the number
of messages communicated by a(n, t)-VSS. Also, we would like to establish possible trade-offs between
the round and communication complexities of VSS schemes.
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A Impossibility of Byzantine Agreement

Theorem 8. Statistically-secure weakened(n, t)-Byzantine Agreement is impossible forn ≤ 3t.

Proof. In the proof in section 3, note that we haven’t explicitly used thesecrecyproperty of SVSS. There-
fore, this lower bound holds even for protocolsΠ that do not maintain secrecy. In this case, SVSS reduces
to Byzantine Agreement, where the dealer must, in the absence of broadcast, communicate a secrets to the
players. The above proof shows that(n, t)-Byzantine Agreement, even if the players are given additionally
the power to broadcast information, cannot be solved forn ≤ 3t. This completes the proof.

A.1 Adjusting parameters

In the above proof, we show that there is no(3, 1)-SVSS protocol, without dealer broadcast, and withε-
correctness,(δs, δr)-commitment for any0 ≤ δs ≤ 1 − 2

√
ε and0 ≤ δr ≤ √

ε. This is because when we
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extract the probability for reconstruction, we look for aW of cardinality(1−√
ε) · |Rs|. Instead, if we look

for aW of cardinality(1− ε1) · |Rs|, then we can easily see that equation (3) should be modified to:

Pr
rReconstruction

[s is reconstructed|rSharing ∈ W] ≥ 1− ε

ε1
. (7)

We see that immediately we can change the parameter constraints as follows. Ifthere existsε1 and
ε2 (εi ≤ 1

2 ) such thatε1 · ε2 ≤ ε, 0 ≤ δs ≤ 1 − 2ε1 and0 ≤ δr ≤ ε2, then there is no(3, 1)-SVSS
protocol (without broadcast) such that it is simultaneously satisfiesε-correctness and(δs, δr)-commitment.
This generalizes the previous constraints (albeit with a lot more parameters).

B Proof of Lemma 1

Lemma 3. For every protocolΠ that is a (n, t)-SVSS scheme with parameters(ε, δs, δr), we can cre-
ate a new schemeΠ ′ such that all players who follow the protocol honestly will not use any random-
ness during reconstruction. Also,Π ′ will also be a(n, t)-SVSS scheme with slightly weaker parameters
(ε, δs + δr − δsδr, δr).

Proof. In order to do this, we simply modify the protocolΠ such that all players toss their random coins
during the sharing phase itself, and therefore fix their views (to be givenduring reconstruction). It is easy
to see thatΠ ′ andΠ have the same round complexity and resilience. Also, correctness is not affected.
However, we lose a factor ofδr − δsδr in commitment (because our error probability can now be as much
as (1 − δs) · (1 − δr)). Since we are dealing with only the weakest form of commitment, this loss in
commitment doesn’t affect our results, because(δs, δr)-committed schemes are still(δ′s, δr)-committed for
(still) negligible parametersδ′s andδr.

The advantage with this definition is that it allows us to simplify the earlier proof. This is because our
adversaries do not (in any of the games) employ randomnessat all in the reconstruction phase. Although
they do use randomness (to chooser′

D
say), this happens during the sharing phase itself. In fact, section

4, we will assume that the protocolΠ is a (ε, δs, δr) protocol (for negligible parameters) where all honest
players are deterministic during reconstruction.

C A small note on relaxing secrecy requirements

In section 4, we have seen the following theorem:

Theorem 9. There exists no(3, 1)-SVSS scheme over 2 rounds, with secrets from a fieldF, satisfyingε-
correctness and(δs, δr)-commitment if(1− ε− δs) ≥ 1/|F| andδr < 1

2 .

So far, even in the definition of SVSS, we have not relaxed the notion of secrecy. We assumed that
protocols satisfy 0-secrecy, because all protocols so far in literature have only considered 0-secrecy [19, 21].
However, we can relax this definition. We say that an adversary has an advantageν if:

Pr
rAdversary,rHonestPlayers

[s is reconstructed] >
1

|F| + ν,

wheres ∈ F is the secret shared in the execution of the protocol. Therefore, naturally, we can extend
0-secrecy, toν-secrecy as follows:
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Definition 2 (ν-secrecy) A SVSS protocol satisfiesν-secrecy iff for every execution of the protocol where
the dealerD is honest no adversary has an advantage (as defined above)≥ ν.

As we’ve seen from the previous theorem, for a 2-round(3, 1)-SVSS protocol that satisfiesε-correctness,
and(δs, δr)-commitment, we are able to reconstructs with a probability(1−ε−δs). Therefore for allν such
thatν ≤ 1− ε− δs − 1/|F|, a 2-round(3, 1)-SVSS protocol satisfyingν-secrecy (as opposed to 0-secrecy)
is impossible. In particular, ifν is negligible in the security parameter, then the above inequality is trivially
satisfied (for negligibleε andδs). Therefore, relaxing secrecy, by any negligible amount is impossible.

D Proof of impossibility of 3-round (n, t)-SVSS forn ≤ 3t − 1

Our proof proceeds according to multiple games. We assume that the number of playersn ≤ 3t − 1. For
convenience, we partition the playersP \ {D} into3 groups or setsA,B, andC, such that|A| = |B| = t−1,
and|C| = n− (t− 1)− (t− 1)− 1 = n+ 1− 2t ≤ t.

D.1 GameH1 andH′

1

In the gameH1, the players inC are corrupt, and behaves as if they does not get any share from the dealer
D; whenever they receive any message fromD, they replace it by a default0 message. Similarly, when they
communicate withD, they simply send0. But, when communicating with the other players, they follow the
steps of the protocol. The behavior of these corrupt players is exactly as explained in section 4.2 .
Note: A typical VSS protocol detects that the shares ofC are not consistent with the remaining players at
the end of the2nd round, and requires the dealer to broadcast some conflict resolution information (probably
the share given toC byD) in the3rd round, which the dealer follows honestly.

The dealer holds the secrets. Since the dealer is honest, we get that the probability of reconstruction of
the secret is at least1− ε, taken over the randomness of the dealerD, and the players inA, B andC.

The gameH′
1 is identical to the previous gameH1, except that the secret held by the dealer iss′ 6= s.

D.2 GameH2 andH′

2

In the gameH2, the dealer is corrupt, and he sends “nonsensical” shares to the players in C in the first
round of the sharing phase. However, he ensures that the execution of the protocol is identical to that of
gameH1. That is, the dealer replaces all private communication withC by 0. He follows the protocol while
sending messages privately to the other players, or broadcasting any message. Therefore the probability of
reconstructings is at least1− ε.

The gameH′
2 is identical toH2, except that the secret held byD is s′. Therefore, this is identical toH′

1.
In this game, with probability at least1− ε, we must reconstructs′.

D.3 GameH3

In this game, the dealerD, as well as the players inB, are corrupt. The sharing phase of this game proceeds
exactly as inH2. In particular, the secret initially held byD is s. For convenience, letTA denote the set of
transcripts held by all the players inA, and similarly for the setsB andC.

In the reconstruction phase, the players inB randomly choose a set of transcriptsT ∗
B andT ∗

D
as if

the secret is actuallys′, in such a way that the communication betweenB ∪ {D} andC according to the
fake transcriptsT ∗

B , T ∗
D

matches that according toTB, TD. To achieve this, the adversary exhaustively tries
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executing the protocol with every choice of randomness for the dealerD, as well the players inA andB,
and picks at random one choice which ensures that the communication betweenB ∪ {D} andC is exactly
as in the sharing phase. Note that there might be multiple choices for the randomness, and the adversary
could pick any of them at random.

Now, by a commitment argument, with a probability of at least1−ε−δs, at the end of the sharing phase,
the secrets is “committed”. Therefore, the probability that we reconstructs is at least(1− ε− δs) · (1− δr).

D.4 GameH′

3

In this game, the dealerD and the players inA are corrupt. The sharing phase of this game proceeds
identically as in gameH′

2. (The secret held byD is s′.)
Our goal is now to produce a set of transcripts that are identical (i.e., identically distributed as that in

the gameH3), and yet reconstructs′ with high probability. Towards this, in the reconstruction phase, the
adversary now randomly picks a transcriptT ∗

A , as if the secret is actuallys, such that the communication
betweenA andC are identical under the real transcriptTA and the fake oneT ∗

A .
In this game, by a similar commitment argument, we reconstruct the secrets′ with probability(1− ε−

δs) · (1− δr).
It can be verified that the transcripts produced by all the players in the gamesH3 andH′

3 are identically
distributed. However, in the gameH3, we reconstructs with overwhelming probability(1−ε−δs) ·(1−δr),
while in the gameH′

3, we reconstructs′ with the same overwhelming probability, which cannot happen
simultaneously.

E Upper Bounds for Connectivity

Lemma 4. Assuming a broadcast channel, and a one-way link between a pair of playersP 1 andP 2, one
can securely and efficiently simulate message transmissions in both directions. In particular, we can achieve
this with just one private message.

Proof. SupposeP 1 andP 2 are two players with a link that allows messages fromP 1 to P 2, but not in the
opposite direction. Now, we are required to simulate a message transmission fromP 2 toP 1. This is inspired
by the idea ofrandom secret pads. WhenP 2 must send a valuem to P 1, first P 1 generates a uniformly
random field elementr, and transmits it toP 2, who broadcasts the “encrypted” valuec = m+r. P 1 obtains
the valuem by “decrypting”c, usingm = c− r.

The correctness of the above scheme is obvious. (When either player is dishonest, the adversary’s strat-
egy may also be simulated directly.) Further, the (perfect) privacy of the transmitted valuem follows from
the perfect security of the folklorerandom padding technique.

F Proof of Lemma 2

We will assume without any loss in generality that only the dealer has access toa random inputr. We restate
the lemma here.

Lemma 5. SupposeΠ is a VSS protocol, with dealerD, onn = 3t + 1 players, tolerating up tot corrupt
players. LetE be a corruption-free execution of the protocol, with secrets, and randomnessr given as input
toD. SupposeG is the private communication graph ofE. Then,G\{D} must be2t-vertex connected.
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Proof.
Suppose not. Then, there are(2t − 1) vertices inG\{D}, which when removed disconnects the graph.

Partition these(2t − 1) vertices arbitrarily into two setsA andB, of sizest and(t − 1) respectively. Let
D = B ∪ {D}. The graphG\(A ∪D) is disconnected; let us assume it has two componentsC andC ′. It is
straightforward to see that|A|+ |D| = 2t, so that|C|+ |C ′| = n− 2t = t+ 1. In particular, we must have
that1 ≤ |C| ≤ t, and1 ≤ |C ′| ≤ t.

By the secrecy requirement, for anys′ 6= s, there exists an executionE′, with secrets′ and randomness
r′, such that the views ofA in E andE′ are identical. Clearly, the communication graph ofE′ is alsoG,
and the set of broadcasts done by the players in the executionsE andE′ are identical.

Now, consider the following executions of the protocol.

− ExecutionH1: In this execution, the dealer is honest, and the adversary corruptsC ′. (Note that|C ′| ≤ t.)
The dealer holds the secrets, and honestly deals it to all players, according to executionE.
In the reconstruction phase, the players inC ′ provide a view corresponding to executionE′. However,
since the dealer is honest, the secrets is correctly reconstructed.

− Execution H2: In this execution, the adversary corrupts the players inD. Intuitively, the dealer deals
out the secrets to players inC, and secrets′ to players inC ′. Formally, the dealer gives out shares
according to executionE to players inC, and according toE′ to players inC ′. The players inC and
C ′ behave exactly as in the respective executions–E or E′. Since, the players inA have identical views
in the executionsE andE′, they behave in an identical view in thishybrid execution as well. On the
other hand, the corrupt players pretend to behave according to execution E, when communicating with
C, and according toE′ when communicating withC ′. (When a corrupt player is required communicates
privately with anA-player, the message to be sent is identical in the executionsE andE′, so the common
message is sent.) Finally, we note that the collective broadcasts in the execution E is identical to that in
E′ (both in the origin of the broadcast and the message broadcast); therefore the behavior of any honest
player does not deviate from the respective execution(s) (E or/andE′).
In the reconstruction phase, however, the dishonest parties broadcast their views according toE. It is
easy to see that the views broadcast by all the players in this execution arethe same as in the previous
executionH1. Therefore, the reconstruction function reconstructs the same value,s, as before.

− ExecutionH′
1: In this execution, the dealer is honest, and the adversary corruptsC. (Note that|C| ≤ t.)

The dealer holds the secrets′, and honestly deals it to all players.
In the reconstruction phase, the players inC provide a view that they were given shares corresponding
to secrets. However, since the dealer is honest, the secrets′ is correctly reconstructed.

− ExecutionH′
2: The sharing phase of this execution is identical to the sharing phase of theexecutionH2.

In the reconstruction phase, however, the dishonest players, including the dealer, publish their views
according toE′. Again, the views broadcast by all the players in executionsH′

1 andH′
2 match, so that

the secrets′ is reconstructed.

Now, we have a pair of executions,H2 andH′
2, where the sharing phases are identical. However, de-

pending on what views are provided by the dishonest players (D) in the reconstruction phase, the adversary
may force the protocol to reconstruct eithers or s′. This directly violates the commitment property of the
VSS scheme. This implies that, contrary to our starting assumption, the executiongraph (with the dealer
removed)G\{D} is indeed(2t)-connected.

The above lemma establishes a strong bound on connectivity of the communication graph of any execu-
tion of the protocol. This can be translated to give a (tight) bound on the number of messages that must be
communicated privately between the players.
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F.1 A discussion of the lower bound on private messages

We provide an intuition behind the lower bound argument provided in this section. The lower bound estab-
lished in this section is derived by creating a scenario, where the views of all the honest guys arelocally
consistent, and yet, there is noglobal consistencyover all players. In order to ensure that the local consis-
tency for each player leads to commitment, we see that each player must perform consistency checks with
sufficiently many players. Further, the secrecy requirement forces sufficiently many checks to be performed
privately.

All natural protocols for VSS are designed such that every player getsa share of the secret, with sufficient
redundancy. The redundancy is useful in makingconsistency checksamong players; when such a check
fails, leading to what is known as aconflict, the dealer is requested to broadcast some information, helpful in
resolvingthe conflict. In developing a scenario with no global consistency, we must however take care that
no local conflicts occur (between the honest players). This was crucial, for instance, in the last proof:C and
C ′ cannot communicate with each other, and executions corresponding to the secretss ands′ are carefully
chosen, so that they produce identical views in the middle setA. Further, in case we do create certain local
conflicts in a protocol execution, we must carefully analyze the subsequent behavior of the protocol. As
long as we are interested in communication complexity, we can assume that the dealerD is required to take
stern steps in the event of a conflict: for instance, the dealer may detect theplayer who disagrees with him,
andexpose his complete viewto all the other players by broadcast. Such conflict resolution mechanisms
may, however, come at a cost. For instance, broadcasting the unhappy player’s view might consume an extra
round in the protocol. Care must be taken to broadcast as little information as possible while still retaining
commitment.

Finally, when comparing the views of executions, it is advisable to choose only corruption-free execu-
tions. This is because an adversary may potentially misbehave in an arbitrary way, causing the protocol also
to behave differently than before, in order to catch or cope up with the central adversary.

F.2 Proof for lower bound on private messages forn < 4t

In this section, we show a lower bound on the number of private messages communicated by a(n, t)-PVSS
protocol, when3t+ 1 ≤ n ≤ 4t.

Theorem 10. Any (n, t)-VSS protocol, withn < 4t, must communicate at leastn · t/(n − 3t) messages
privately among the players.

Proof. This proceeds along similar lines as the optimal resilience case (Theorem 6).Assume that there is a
(n, t)-PVSS protocol, withn < 4t, that communicates less thann · t/(n − 3t) messages privately. LetG
be the communication graph of some protocol executionE. LetC be a set ofn− 3t < t vertices inG such
that the sum of degrees is minimum. The sum of degrees of all vertices is< 2nt/(n − 3t), so the sum of
degrees of vertices inC is less than2nt/(n− 3t) · (n− 3t)/n = 2t. Therefore, the number of neighbors of
C is also at most2t. Therefore, there exist2t vertices that when removed will disconnect the graph intoC
andC ′ (say).

Let us partition the2t vertices arbitrarily intoA andB, each of sizet. Now, by an argument identical
to the optimal resilience case, this will lead to a break in the commitment property of PVSS. Thus, we get a
Ω(nt/(n− 3t)) bound on the number of private messages communicated by the protocol.
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G Tightness of Lemma 2

In this appendix, we show that the Lemma 2 is tight. Wedo not usethe primitive of Secure Message
Transmission (SMT) to achieve it and instead show an alternative result. This provides better insight and
understanding intowhywe require the connectivity2t for VSS.

G.1 A connectivity-optimal protocol for anyconnectivity graph

Our solution is based on an inefficient3-round(3t+ 1, t)-VSS protocol proposed by [12]. We first describe
the original scheme, and analyze the security of the protocol.

The scheme is based onreplication based secret sharingscheme given by [17]. In this protocol, we let
(

P

ℓ

)

denote the set of allℓ-subsets ofP. The dealerD divides the share additively into
(

n
t

)

shares. That is,
D chooses randomsA for everyA ∈

(

P

n−t

)

, subject to the condition thats =
∑

A∈( P

n−t
) sA. ThenD hands

downsA to every player inA. Subsequently, every pair of playersPi andPj exchange their common shares
to check if they agree. In case of a disagreement, the pair of players broadcast a “complaint”. The dealer
resolves the complaint by broadcasting the controversial share. In the reconstruction phase, every sharesA
is reconstructed by a majority vote.

As described above, the protocol would take4 rounds, but one of the round can be collapsed by every pair
of players exchanging independent random pads for every common share, and subsequently, broadcasting
the common share, padded with the randomness.

Let us analyze the security of the protocol. The following observation is critical. At the end of the sharing
phase, for every setA, all the honest players agree onsA. Further, if the dealer is honest, this agreed value is
the sharesA originally computed by theD. This makes sure that a majority vote on the sharesA will reveal
the correct output. Finally, we consider the secrecy property of the protocol. Suppose the dealer is honest.
Since the adversary corrupts at mostt players, there exists at leastonet-subsetA of players such that all the
players int are honest. Clearly, the adversary has no information regardingsA, and hence, regardings.

VSS on a given underlying network We now describe our modification to obtain a VSS protocol which
uses only the private channels allowed byG. We assume that the network satisfies the following conditions.

1. All players have access to a broadcast channel.
2. D can communicate with all players.
3. G′ = G\{D} is 2t-connected. That is, the subgraph ofG′ induced by anyt + 1-subset ofP\D is

connected.

The protocol is similar to the one just described. However, since there is noprivate channel between
every pair of players, we restrict ourselves to just the checks that aredirectly allowed by the underlying
network. Formally, two playersPi andPj exchange their common shares, only if the edge(Pi, Pj) is in the
graphG.

It remains to be shown that this is indeed a VSS protocol, when the graphG, with the dealer removed,
still has sufficient connectivity. The correctness and secrecy properties are satisfied by the protocol in a
straightforward way, akin to the original protocol. Let us now show that commitment is also satisfied. As-
sume that the dealer is corrupt. We only need to show that at the end of the sharing phase, all the honest
players inA agree onsA. Clearly, if there was any conflict regarding the sharesA between any pair of
players, then the dealer broadcasts the value, thus the all the honest players agree on the broadcasted value
trivially. Let us now consider the case that there was no conflict regarding sA. In other words, all pairs of
players agreed with each other aboutsA; in particular, so did the honest players.
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Consider the setAhon of all the honest players inA. Clearly,D is not in Ahon. Further,|Ahon| ≥
|A|− t ≥ n− 2t ≥ t+1. Therefore, the subgraph ofG induced byAhon is connected. So, between any two
players, there exists a path inG, consisting of players inAhon, and there is agreement between every pair of
adjacent players. This implies that any two players inAhon are in agreement with each other.

Thus, we have shown that the modified protocol remains a VSS , as long as the underlying network has
sufficiently high connectivity.
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